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PREFACE

Report of the Conference Procee

r
The first COnfexence on Compe

-

on April 30 and May 31, 1973. In th Preface to the Occasional Paper
.

1

No. 21 xeporting the proceedings, toe edit9s stated:
.

.

ry/Remedial EducationWas-held

what is n ot included is an acs cunt of4oUr hope that this
'AN Conference might become an ann a/.gathering for the sharing

of promising techniques and m terials, for, a forum in which ....-

1-'''sge could bounCe ideas off of neenother for good criticism
i. and, advice...'
./'

. .

, ,

/ -- The intent ofthe third confere e was to accomplish just those goals;
. '0".- .

ir

, . and, inreflectiOn of the event we feel it accomplished those purposes.
.. ,

It provided a medium for excha ge for practitioner, in thOielpl, not.
1 -

Navailable elSewhdp, with eag serson acting as r*source persOn.for the

:';
. /

sther s. While no specific panaceas evolved for /working on reme

r

/*
skill s with'stndents in comm ity.colleges, none were, supposed to. itaw .

.

ever, new, and fresh,ideasfr reaching some anlwera to the problem were

formulated, which is more an each of.us could have hoped for.'

The format of the Conference was structur d On an informal plane.

At' the outset, to focus ojA the liajortopics f inTeres9( two resource
.

persons madt presentatioAs. Dr. Joan Roloff f Chaffey Community College

in California discussed'The Place of the Le ming Center in Remedial/

'Compensatory_ Education /in Community Colle eh. (Text reproduced herein.)

4..
/

' From her first-hand knowledge of setting and making available indiv-

idualized learning pr cedurea and,teahniqu s, Dr. Roleff typifi0 the
I.

A
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new wave of remedial instruction, personalization of teaching P The

concept Of incorporation,of both the classroom setting with individual-
.,,

1 .
ized instruction it the learni*centei, utill.iing tht_- discipline in-

. "De' ..
structor, as well-.as, the speciap.st, widens the impact of educational-

4

.,,,

l'aid,ava ble to the student. -'

7-
.1

C

Dr. Henry Fes, Professor of Educational Psychology at the University

of Washington,, presented for discuitioR, a report and analysis of the

affective component in the study mechanism. It is his feeling that ex-

ploration of this avenue of approach is best suite& for the encourage-
, , .

ment of the remedial student to improve_eduoational motivation. (Text

reroduced herein.)

The maf
.

of the Conference was aesignated,t -group dfscusaion,

t

Uth informal "floating" interest groups-.and designated topie groyps.

...

The four designated topics for group, diScUssion Were 1) Reding;:
-.

.

2) Mathematics/Science; 3) English; and 4) Developmental Centers.:
... -

Each group met sepaTately'and:di
.,

scussed topics reldted to. partiou-
, .. . . . .

. 1

.

w .1,

lar discipline and interest.

The Reading group focused mainly on tWo themes: trow'to diagnose

- level of reading attainment, and'onceldetermining that level, development,

. : .
I

, .

'of the best techniques and reading materiald for Improyement. .The dis-

't:?

cuesion, leader, `Karen Strom'Spring of Seattle Uentrgl Community College .

. '.'

.% -. t
. O.

'brought forth considerable material on both issues, some, of which are in-
/ /. 4.

., /
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corporated as appendices, to the text of her contributed paper print

herein. LargelY, the group agreed that it is essential to develop (on

ad ad hoc - separate level - separate'institution basis, if need be)

reading materials particularly geared to specific content areasrin

order for readingto have any relevance to caneef brientad students,

1

.. ,..

l
. [

A'
.

The English discussion group, lead by. Barbara Moigridge of Edmonds,
!) .1 . *1

varying ways* ir.-Jstiut
,

. . ' , i q
Community College, centered their exchange911 the

1
c. . .- ../

tions.administer their remedial Anglish curriculum
.

It appears there 'is

j.
little uniformity in both structure and instructio among community col-

. , .
.

. lava, with differences in,horizontal versus verti al sequencet, as well

devel7mentat center staff versus regular Engli h faculty giving the
o

ins true ion. While no agreement Was, &ached as t which ways are bet-
.

,

.,'
. ' . .

ter new possibilities and ideas were brought'fort .

..', . -...,

Teaching helpers, like student tutors and paraprofessiorials, in con-

junction with
.

.

individualized instruction through the leans .aprogrammed
.

'

texts and Agyelopmental center instrumentalities was.the topic of the
, .

. %.: ..
..,

Matti /Science discussion group. Ruth Hendricks of Highline,Community
. .

i' 4 Ll 3. I 1,..,.. -47mr. ." '3, v4...
College, the disc ion leader, noted the majot'imablem for math instruct

. .

4

,
1

Lion (As we as all remedial instruction) is
/ . .

.

,for'staff, but for development:of.modules ifor
. .,

lackof ft10sOt only

,instruction. The utiliza-
r

tionfof assistance students. as tutors, possibly on a work-study basis, is

one' means of circumventing the financialli)roblem. It was felt, addition-,

,#
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t

ally that interdisciplinary cooperation would greatly facilitate in-.

, .

struction in this area, with each other discipline providing content

problems especially geared to theirarea as a means of making theinstruc-

tion of math particularly meaningful to;,.each student in the remediation

program.

)
.

f

^0

.1

Do Developmental Centers create the feeling of isolation? The en-

ire phhaosophy sof such centers is to provide individualized personal
,

.

instruction for the Community College student operating at a remedial

, &

level, yet the Development Center discUssion group, led by Bobbie Bopp

of Whatcom CommUnity College, felt that group pteradtion must be built

4

into the program.. 'This may be accomplished through small group instruc-,

.

Zion sessions, fUll class sessions, and, of course, group count ling
. , , .e.

t* .

--s-esstott. The need-to' woick counseling into the developmental center on
,

. ' 4,
;-

a full time basis Vas very strongly felt. Furthermore, interaction with
'.!

.

the,distipline instructors, and not just the developmental center special-
...,

ists, i`s essentialfor the overall progress of the studerit.
.

It is obviously impossible to relate the multitude of ideas and top-.

ics exchanged and:discussed-during the two-day cure of the Conference,
0

What is important is that so 'many topics were discpssed, both on'iodividu-

al and group levels. There are very few meditiMb whiCh facilitate col-
.

league interaction, and our object as wholly to provide such. For this

alone; we feel we were succestful.

4.4

;.;

ij
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We thank the contributors and participants; for their aedicatiOn to

the field,made the entire Conference a hdven for learning. Contacts for
.

future bipartisan exchange of materials weideveloped, and the Center

offered,itself as "central control" &r Qverall dissemination. Our work

is not complete, but on 3= beginning in that area. If you Kaye materials_

of value to a1 ;:=or comments, and ideas for bettering the future Confer:,

encesipIepse send ,them to:

RESEARO-ASSOCIATE

I

Centex for the Development of.
. Community College Education

M217 Miller Hall DQ -12

University of Washington '

1

Seattle, Washington 9819

We look forward to next year1449tference, and hove-you'plan rn join us.

N)-

e

/A

v

1

Steven G. Olswang
Conference Coordinator

ti
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THE PLACE OF A LEARNING CENTER'IN REMEDIAL /COMPENSATORY EDUCATION

0
IN A COMMUNITY COLLEGE,

.
,

. 4 Soan G. Rolaf, Ph.D.

I..
Coordinator ,of the Learning Center

gliaffpy College %

.
.

, Alta Loma, California
,

,..

'Since 1. was last here at this confereime, a gsood deal his changed

for pleVrofessionally. Instead of being ill cha ge of a development

program trich involves regular, structured classes, I am now i charge of

r
r

a new Learning Center, where the work is entirely individ ized. Previ-
.

ously, I.shated with you pome ormy basic philosophy oncerning remedial/

compensatory education; today I would like to share with you some of the

. )

. . .

specific wiays.I think a Learning Center an contribute to' compensatory
.,

education in a very positive fashion, by using,the evolving new Learning
i

Center I am gradually creating, as an eilample. Some of the problems I
1

have faced, the solutions T have found, and the systems my staff and I
.

/,

have worked out to cope with *he realities of our situation Tay be of
"Ix

use tO,you.in your own professional environments. ,I i'titend these remarks

as provocative, not definitive. The real value of,conferencessudt as

this one
)
it seems 6 me, is in the sharing of experiences and ideas among

all of us; and I hope that at the conclUslon of this presentation we can

.
,

r ..

discuss together. the various was in which' we are approaching and solving
. -

.
. .

a

our problems on individual campuses4
.1

When I begin work at Chaffey College last August 1 as the first

1
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THE.PLACE OF A LEARNING CENTER IN REMEDIAL/ 0
COMPENSATORY EDUCATION IN A COMMUNITY COLLEGE
4oan,G. Roloff

Coordinator of the. Learning Center, I walked into a'situation in which

there was a great deal of commitment to the, concept of a Leatning Center

on the part of the administration, which, or course, was a greatadvan

tage, and the usual division of opinioncon the part of the faculty: there

were,thope who recognized the need fox such a servile to students'in 'an.
4

open7door college,,particularly in an eovironment in which a high, and
, .

;;:higher percentage of our students'are older people who have been out of
-.

-

school for a considerable' period of time; and there wee the usual group

.
who always feel that

.

any special servi,ce for Students is ,a waste of money

1
b P,.

1 f

that would be tter spent on increasidg the academiofferings in parti
,

$

cular divisions also walked into a particularly nice physical situation,
t

,

I/Lich demonstrated to me .that the coil e really did have a commitment to

the esiablishmeXit o an hdequate Learnl.ng Cente 'r: they had ,built me a

new building, which was almost ciomplet4. when I, began the job': It's

small--just one room, about 35 x:30, phis two smallish offices. Natural .

ly, we have already outgrown our space in two thirds of a school yeaX;

but it is dice to have a place of our own, which is fresh and clean and

new, and the principle of the school's proyiding a 'spedial place

.
.

o

was what seemed especially significant,to me. I was also given o
s..

11
. .

,

quarter for planning my operation and

11.

dering equipment and materials;

before officially, opening to students--but that turned out to Fe'a joke:
, 4,,

,

as soon\as school started, the students began finding us, and duXing Fall

2
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THE PLACE OF A LEARNING CENTER TN REMEDIAL/
COMPENSATORY EDUCATION IN A CdMMUNITY COLLEGE
Joan G. Roloff

A

Quartet, in spite of the fact that we weren't officially open at all,
.

weremy secretary and I, who were then the total staff, put in 331 student

contadk hours, plus 52 hours of reading text material ont-tapeufor

students who could not handle the medium of printAdequately because of

.visual difficulties.

.\c Frlan into my first problem, naturally,,the first day I wason the

' job. Wien1 inquired about budget for the.1974 -75 school year, it turn-
.

ed out that I had been assigned a budget which included thaaalary for
.

a secretary, and some money for equipment, materials, and supplies,but

no meney for other staff. Somehow; no one had thought about that.

Since obviously a real Learning Center, based on the principle of indiv-
,

)

iduali;ed and persdnalized instruction, cannot operate without the staff

to work with, students, I began work, with that mind-boggling problem star-
)

ing me in the face. And this brings me to the first principle I think
V

it is jmportaot to stress in the operation of\a Learning Center sg any

other systek of remedial education: in budget requests, money for

quate staffing seem to me be the highest priority item, far mere
.,

important than any amount f6r equipment,-and materials. Only through
. r .

the direct one-to-one relationship with students, I believe, Can any
... . ,.. .

. .

(, . (

. #

.really Significant change in learning patterns take place; the human

element ,remains allimpoKtant inthe'learning'situation...-

t

r

o
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THE PLAGE OF A.LEARNING CENTER IN REMEDIAL/

COMPENSATORY EDUCATION.IN A COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Joan G. Rgloff

As the Fall Quarter went On, I found myself doing three major things

in addition to working with, the students who, sought us out: searching

for additional sources of funds with which to hire staff, deciding on

equipment and materials to purchase in order to have.adequate programs,

available for students who wanted exeedded help in developing their basic

skills, and working on a data collection system with the Office' for Edu-

4

cational Development and Researcg41 who at Chaffer is a map who is very

much committed to the idea of a Lgarning Center,and who has been of

tremendous help to me in all phases of developing the Center. The second

major principle I want to stress in this presentation is the importance

of an adequate data colleCtion system, to use as a base for makingpro-
f

jections for future needs.in terms of staff,, equipment, materials, hours.

of operatign,"etc.; and also as a bade for,continuing evaluation tif the '

at

.e4' Center. Included in the folder I have given you are examples of the kind

of datatcollaction we are doing: an Initial.Entry Form which we fill out

in an ineerview'with'each student when he first comes into the Center,-

and two IBM cards, one which is f'lledout with information,from the,

A
1

, . .

Initial Entry Form and one Which filled out each time the,

comes into the .Center. 1,11\eri 4f). data collected' through the use of these

l :.,
A , ,..

items,. most of the questions lis ed on page 8 of the overview look at
f

it

Ole

3,, i9Learning ,Center which is also your. folddr'can bp answered; prOviding.
r

. ,'..

us with''important ImformatiPn for'Planning and evaluation.
.

4

#

1.
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THE PLACE OF A LEARNING. CENTER IN REMEDIAL/

COMPENSATORY EDUCATION IN A COMMUNITY COILEGE

Joan G. Rolaff' X

;Deciding on equipment and materials is always,an "iffy" matter,

because it is difficult to predictwhat students will like and want to

. . .

work on, add.stheir.,enjoying what .they areyorking;with, or at least

feeling that it is worthwhile for them, seems 0 me to be,a crucial as-,

sect of their progresi id educational skills developmelt. 'The largest

number ckitems I purohasedAke materials far. reading imprpemeht, with

Englisirmechanics, spelling, and vocabulary second; iri addition, we
.

have materials on phonits, arithmetic, 'composition, and study.skjlls.

I have found that materials on study skills seem to be the most dif- .

icu to find, outside of simple worksheets or basla'boaks; those of

.g

you who are interested in authorship might look into diiieloping a study-

.

skills program in some medium other than print, for students who can-
.

not or do not relate well to, print as a medium for learning: I.h..ave,

N\alscyound,as I expectad, that what students like to work on not

what ,I would have, thought 'they'd have liked at all--one of

our most popular programs is the series of mini - courses on English

mechanics ,put out by Educulture, and this'is a program that I consider

exceptionally dull. The third major principle I would like to stress

./here is that the'important thing about equipMent and materials is to
.

.
.

have as wide a variety as possible available, both in terms of content

and in terms of:,typos of media. This, makes allowance for different

learning,Oyles and different ptekerences of students, and also allows

5

I 1
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. COMPENSATORY EDUtATLON IN A CONIUNI OLLEGE

Joan G.' RoloIf

/7 .

instructors, to tly a variety of apptoaches to help a studenttemedy

a Leaining disability o'skills deficiencf./ t' .

$earcliing for additional funds turned out to be onerof my really.
.

. .

.interesting quests this yd r, becjuse I learned so much about

.

various

. ..,,

sources of funds through my persistence.. By far the, most important -

. . : .
.

n r. .

q..
,

source of funding forremedialcompensatory education in -California,
,

.. .

and perhaps there is a similar ,system in yOur are4t, turned out to. be
- P.

.
. ,-

.the-California State Plan for-Vocttional Education. In CaliN fOrnia, .,'
t

. -,

15% of vocational education funds are earmarked for ditadvantageattu:-.
. .

I ,
...

_.

dents, with.supportive services, including remedial education and tutor-

ial teiNices specificalli delineated as apart of the requited altoca-'

tion of funds.- It was through our Dean of Vocationtl Education that I

was,able toget temporary funds for this year to hire tw:half=tiie
.

Int-tructional Assistants and i half-time certificatea.reading special-

1st: I was able tb get enough money to hire two additional full' -time

Instrudtidnal Aidet for a temporary six-week period, during our busiest

time Winter Quarter, through addition4 vocational education funds eat-

marked for supportive sericesto, the physically handicapped, bcause

we supplied instructional assistance, including tutoring, typing, tap-

ing, and transcribing, to physically handicapped Students 'for a total '

. . .

of 152 hours Fall Quarter' and 311.5 hours Winter Quarter. The coordina-
#

6

II
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THE PLACE OF A LEARNING CENTER IN REMEDIAL/. '.

COMPENWORY EDUCATION IN A, COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Joart7.-Roloff

Ifor of Services for Physically Limited Students, and are presently

working on a system whereby he can contribute a certain amount of money

regularly to the budget for.the Learning Center,, on the basis of pro-
s

,' .jedted.use of our services by the Students enrolled in his pirogram; and 7

. 1

s 7
. .

.. , . 1.. . . .t' , we are .alf6fiting to set up a regUlar taping service for students who
.

c",

it cannot
-

reae-t heir textbooks bccinse orphysical imitations through

\-'money fromVocatiOnL Reltabilitation. I was also able to get one lump"
. I -.*.

V.'4, . , '

.
.,,

of one-time money from the F n4 for Innovati9n administered by the Vice-
.

. ,
. ....-- %

President for Instruction, with which to purchase some carrels, tables

and chairs, and.some basic equipment which my own budget did not allow

for. The prpcipje I am tryingto stress here is that you need not be

limitediaby district funds; if you "sttounge" hard enough, I think that

usually you can get additional funds with which to operate a program of-.,,
,

,,...

Compensatory educationthrough the Fetteral GOvernment; through the

state government; through special funds available on campus; and through

a source I had not thought of until.l'heard a speaker on proposal writ-

ing at a reading conference I attendecrecently: he suggegted that we

should check out local sources -- philanthropic and service organizations '

that might be interested ,in supporting innovative educational prOgrams.

The types of services provided through a Learning Center or its

equivalent should, in my opinion, be broader than just the services

00

which
4

I 1

4
r
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THE PLACE OF A LEARNING CENTER IN REMEDIAL/
COMPENS ORY EDUCATION IN A COMMUNITY' COLLEGE
Join G Roloff ,

ti

ft -under the term "remedial-compensatdry education." As you,will not-..

ce in my stateme1t of'philosophy.about my Learding Center, I think it

is important that a Learning Center avoid being labelled the °dummy room"

of the cy.legeo I have made a real effort, and will continue 'to do so;
/

to 'involve other instructors in the process of using the. Learning Center
. .3'4.

40

to develop and store enrichment
.

ent units of various kinds for the regular
,

classes. So far 1,ie- have een, I- thinkreasonably successful:, two:Of i

,

the econ instructors aresending their Students to he Learning Center

weekly to listen to taped lessons, work through printed.itudy modules,

and take short quizzes on the material; and we are storing study-prac-

.

tice materials fof'two differenE nursing programs. A psychology enrich-

ment corner is being planned, and one econ.profesior has one clasS;of

released time Lor the Spring Quarter to develop a new series of modules

for a diffeient econ course.

Let me just run through the types of services we have been providing

50 far, for the purpose of stressing the principle that a service such

as a Learning Center should provideas wide a variety of types of ser-

vices .Ls possible. Our base service, of course, is to help students

improve their basic educational, skills: reading, language'mechanics,

voca4Olary development, writing, 'tudy skills, and computational skills.

But beyond this, tae are also providing the opportunity for instructors
r

8

4
e F

A
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'-THE PaCE OF A LEARNING CENTER IN REMEDIAL/ ,

COMPENtATORY EDUCATION iN A COMMUNITY COLLEGE -

Joan Gt Roloff

to store enrichment units--the econ,:nursing, and psyc

mentioned; we have provided special services for phys

students which were not available elsewhere or? campus

term tutoring/and editing. services for studenti for

signments; we have begun'an.ESL program, which is s

which we want to expand as rapidly as possible; and

volve either instructors in the preparation of mate

their own students for course enrichment.

my_Learnincenter that I have given

sible future objectives.

On page

you, you wil

I would like to bring up one last matter co

-Learning Center ,in remedial-IpompeOatory' educati4.
d, .

.
. . #1.L.,

any system of such education whick;may4ie operative in your
'

v

ology programs I

lly handicapped

we provide short-
(

pecific course as-

all right now but

we have begun to in-

ials'to be used by

7., of the handout on

.

finif,Some_ other pos- ,

cerning the place oA a
.0

n - -or," in s,case,

particular

'school: the administrative structure of such a program. The' principle

. .

I should like:to stxess here:is that whenever you possibly can, fight.

. . .

.

'
, e '

to keep Or to get such a'prograb autonomous--that is, not attached to a,

i

particular instructional department or division,'in terms of budget and

Lom you report to. This makes differencebrI am convinced
..

. .

. .1,

in terms of political and psychological ramifications among the faculty
... 1

and administration, and therefore in how well we
1

can ultimately serve

the students: If you oan rep directly to theipean of Instruction or

. i
.

a tremendous

9



1 pi PLACEOF'A LEARNING CENTER IN. REMEDIAL/
COMPENSATOR ,EDUCATION IN A CdMMUNIT COLLEGE

Joan G1 ff,

the Dean 'f Student Services (I don't think.it matters much which), you

can keep

tunity t

, The tre

servic

servi

the entire operation much."cleaner" and have more of an oppor-

i

expand. your real services to all students and all facjilty. A . 4

/b ' 1'

' .

.

d nationally seems to be towards-combinifig all student resource

s, the library, iearning center, tutoring service, audio-visual

, etc., into one,adminisfrative unit, creating what is commonly

calle a total Learning Resources Center; and that seems to me to becan

acct table organizational structure. What is dangerous is to be attach-

ed 'o a particular instructional division -- because then instructors in

an

t

f.

f

,

divisions loot on you' s "belonging".to that'llgrticular division,
t ,

your services are less likely to be truly campus -wide, asp they.ought

.. -*
be-.-not to speak of th fact thatour budget -has much less chance

. . .

. ,....- -
,

real consideration if it is. tied into the budget-of one division.

4
As I wii)ak with the estahlishment.of this new Learning Center it

4

ChNey Coftege, I am more and more convinced that this concept, of a

totally individualized student-help program; is a healthy and workable

one for .the students weare now nerving in community colleges. Flexi-
.

bility is the key factoi here: the more flexible a Prograt we have, thb

better we'can sJrve each stUdentas an individual,hutan being.

Obviously, students sense a need fiTE such a service: my staff and

during Winter. Quarter, our first quarter of official operatioh, put

ti

10
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THE PLACE OF A LEARNING pENTER IN. REMEDIAL/
COMPENSATORY EDUCATION IN A COMMUNITY COLLEGE'
Joan G: Roloff

.
in 2,198.5 direct student contact houis, not counting the hours of tap-

,
ling and transcribing we did - -an average of 183 hours per week.:And this

was with very little advertising, b se of-my limitations of 'pace

.

And staff--just posters, flyerssat regs'tration, and one newspaper art-
.

idle. But whether or not you have on youricampus a Learning Center or

. if ..

equivalent, the principles that I have beeA discussing apply, i.think,
. 3'

to all 'remedial-compensatory education.
t

Most important are a humanistic
.

stance avd an emphasis on a personal, one-to-one relatiOnshipwith each

student, rather' than a machirlIbriented system; provision for a variety .

of equipment and materials; a thorough ddta collection.s5rsteth; a constant i

search for addijtional funds; providing a variety of types of servies;

and maintaining or trying to get as much administrative autonomy as

possible. By keeping these Principles in mind, we can make progress in

providing students kaho need it witti supportive educationariervicei And
1

.
. , .

make a. real effort tobe sure the community college maintains an open

door, not a revolving one.

. , ,

7 9
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THE AFFECTIVE COMPONENT OF STUDY

Henryl. Fea, Ph:D.

t

,

Traditionally, 04- cognitive component of stu dy Figs been research-
' - .

. - ..-

ed and d'iscUssed. Hints and suggestions have emerged on reading skills,

note taking, outline, underlining, and library procedures (Wagner, /965;

' Biter, 1971; FiSher end Harris, 1974). However, there.has been no con-

census of opinion as to the Merits of tbese (Hoon, 1974),

-While research on the affeetiveinponent of stud); is sparse, it
r

does yield eager evAgence that the affectivecompone4 may bd more.
4 .

4
Went than_the cognitive,and ceqqinly worthy of expibration (Burn-f

,*4 ett;,1973; Anderson, 1975). Therefore, lAtts examine affective eler

menas of study which have shown promise through, use.
.

. .6 0

1. `THE UNFINISHED TASK - Traditionally, a study has been taught

to 'complete assignments. It has been stressed that given'time'and,the
-5,, ',.

.

necessary stamina, leaving a task incomplete is unreasaqable and pop-
, ,, ,

1.,

sibly...unethical. There is evidence,'howelier, that tasks.which are left .

for lgte completlon may result in more efficient learning, and longer

memory (Martin & Davidson, 1964). Becaute this .is g-Kabit.(and is re-

.!-
...

placing antther habit),itill take time and eneriy to initiate.' But
.....- lr.

, -

tt,

leave off
,

the project is no more difficult than remembOrin

thetube cur-tbothpaste. Suppose a studenteis assigned a chapt r to

read. Hisfisual proctdirre is to hope that the lgst.ructor will have

forgotten the assignment by the next class meeting,'and therefore do

-

,

.

. c
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THE AFFECTIVE COMPONENT OF STUDY
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nothing: But assuming he accepts the assignment, he will read the

chapter from the beginning to ends, close e bodk and say to himself,

"Well, that'i that - -I've finished the chatter." The student's mind

echoes words and says "That's that. w I can 'forget it. fl .And

at, If the student follows that "Unfinished Task" technique:he

will read the chapter with the exception ok the last section. Thed he

closes the book. Hd says to himself, "I muse remedberto 'read that

last sect'ion of the chapter." And his mind e hoes, "I must 'remember,

I must remember."' Note that the-time,spent in, eading is the same in

both instances. If the student's learning is-improved 'and memory en
1 :r

A
hanced by following the second procedure, it will be to his advantage:

ReMember, it is a habit, and like any other habit, will take time eo,..

acquire.

BUSY WORK'- "Busy Work" is ,considered to be that 'collection of,
_ a

activities through which a student puts himtelf;'which take consider-.

,0)
able time and some effort, and which thelstudentlabels "study;" but

which are not study. Every individual has the, ability to Convince him-

self
.. .

,.
.

that he is studying, when all he is doing 'is busy ,work. An ecel-
.

is' the good high school student'. (The pocir high sChck
--,

student does not read anyihling.) Th400d.high school student proceeds
.. ,

lent example

as follows: He_reads the text that was designed and he underlines as

he reads. If esked.why,he is underlining, he Will state ',that he is

"4

4
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V

unierliningthe important parts of the text so:that he will remember

them. That is not true. He is underlining parts so that he can for-,

get that which is not underlined. It is not a ,technique for learning;

,i is a technique for forgetting.

.

The student ,feels satisfaction When he has completed' underlining
..

/
parts of a chapter. put the satisfaction does not tome from knowing

that which is underlined--it comes from the knowledge that he need'do

nothing about tht whith is .not underlined. His'ne%t step (the next

time he "studies") is to make notes on the utdgrlined material. This

time he 'audibly expresses the technique he is usingt When he has fin-

ished writing his notes on the dfidgrlined material, he slides the text

away saying, "Now I can lorget.the text.'," And his mind obliges. Just
. "

. before an examination on the chaptei he writes notes on the notes he

made. His aim is to condense his notes into one page, When this is

done, hA confronts.the one page of condensed material and the hard

truth dawns on hit, "I must 4,pdy this page the night before the examina-

tion." This is true. All thergst hasbeen "Busy' Work," a "going

. through.the _motions" with the optimistic feeling that he is studying,

bdt with the reservation that he will "really learin" the night before

the examination. He goes to the examination with a study backgrodnd of

one page the previous evening. Heaven help him if the instructor bets

questions on the material that was "read" or the material that was "un-

- .1'

a.

14
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-. -3 derlined."

Recall of telephone numbers p,rovidesj simple .example of the way,

the mind operates under circumstancesLspdlar to that described above.

When'you are supplied.with a',telephone nuMberou say, "Just a minute.

I'd like to write it down so I will remember it.'" And that isn't true,
.

is it? You write it down so that you won't have to remember it...

O'If a student changes this,Busy Work habit, he wi(i be amazed at

his ability to ,remember. He, begins with 'the resolution:. "I'm going to

read this section of the text,'then dioie the boolq4nd'attempt to re-

,

call the important, ideas and facts that I read- -and everything that I

cannot recall I will reread." The'student finds himself reading to,

ti

remember4because the penaltyks rereading. Remember, 'it is a habit,

and will take'time to acquire..

3. REMEMBERING AND FORGETTING - Those-factors involved in memory

\are psychologically deep. First, it is ,necessary to recognize that

there are two processes--that forgetting is just as much of an active

process as' remembering. If human beings could not forget anything their

situation would be just as difficult to live with as if they could not

remember anything.

Suppose a speaker said,. "Say, let me tell you..." and the listener

remembered every word the speakev, had'ever used, his inflection and why

15
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he had said it. Suppose an individual remembered everything that he had

ever eaten--the goad and the bad=-whether he felt well-or ill; life would

be so horrible that many would commit .guicide.
,

.\ Forgetting i8 just as valuable as reMembering Inman beings must.

,learn to control the two. ,Cdnsidet two.fiypothetical situations, one in

which forgetting is needed and.the other remembering is needed. ,Suppose

the first situation is a quarrel which you had with a friend this morning

: e
.

--your very best friend--and it" was one of those bitter, bitterquarrels,
. ,

in which you said things that you know you shouldn't have said and in

which he sai d things that you're quite sure he may, hav e been hoarding
. "

. , .*,
. ...-

.

ft.

for man,years'and that you can never forgive. The arrel is over and
..-

. ...

you walk away and you say to.yourself, "I must forget this, or we-can
_.,

never be friends again. I must forget." And with your whole heart yod

hope that you will korget it

-Consider the second situaticn. This morning you went to a lecture

and the instructor said to you,, "This material,is vital to you in j76ur

prdfession and also will be on the final examination. So you said to-
yourself, "I must remember ihis. It's absolutely vital,that I do."

There are the two s tuations--one in which with your whole heart

you hope you will forge 'and the other with your we6le mind yoU hope,

0

you, will remember. Ho do you proceed? In the first situation you have

just said to yoursel ."I must forget this,mor we an never be friends

16
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c

ti

again With your next.breath you'say, l'How did this start? What start-
,

. .

ed this quarrel? Oh, yes,.,..and then What aid I say?"' And -you find your-
.

t
self'somewhere where you canl.ait undisturbed, .vhre it's vermuiet, where

there's nothing exciting around you and you can concentrate dt1 you _thoughts.
.

A good place, of course, is 'to go to,a lecture, because you've learned long'

. ago that you can concentrate on your, own problems in leCtures.
: .

4 and you're highly emotionally :involved. Yin; say, "How coact he

'

.

-So you do;

have SIld

that? I remember distinctly. These were his very words... id I said,

this, and he said, that, and thee I said, that..." At one O'cl,ock in the

morning you are tossing to and fro on yoUr bed add you re saying to your-,.

self, "For heaven's sake, why can't I forget it?, I go over' and over and
4 .

over this quarrel. Why can't I forget it?" Now the\weason you can't'for-
.

git,it is that you have used 'every learning technique known to .psycholo-

gists to help,you rememper. Every one. 'Wu told yourself you must for

get it, but..you have used every teghnique tOUTlp you remember.

. . . . - .

, Why did yoi remember this quarrel? These are the techniques for

-: . , . .

remembering. First, emotional involvement - -ad high an emotional involve-
;

ment as you can gtt, within limitS; second, quick review--review almost

imniediately that the event has occurred, because forgetting begins im-

mediately; three, organization; and four, real meaning. See what you
.

were doing--"How could he have said that?" and you feel yourself burning

all over again with anger. "How did this begin? What happeded then?"

17
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See how you.are organizing it, so carefully? .Thirdly, remembei;iloqediate
_

. .

e .

review? You hardly got out of sight and'you were revietrAing. And fourth

ly, "I wonder if he really meant Oat? What did'he-mean when he said that

I was:the meanest 'character\he has ever known? What did he mean? what
.

did he mearis Where was I mean? Had I been mean tollim? flaNeI done

.

this, this, and this ?"

Consider the.leciure Situatkon--which you told yourself must be re-

membered. The instructor got ,very exerted.' He was . really emotionally

involved. He said,,"PlINR. of 't! This la the most vital thing that'S

nd you sat there and couldn't care less,ever happeed to mankind."

could you, except it was :oing to be onAhe exam. You weren't emotional-

...

,ly involved. SecOnd, soon as the lecture was'over'y stood up.
..

tr
,

said, "Well, who's r coffee? I have a'chance trrange a date for,this e
, .

'.. . .

. -=: ;
weekend between n and the next class,."1, No emotional involvement, no

%

organizatfon, n. meaning, no immediate review.' That night, or the next
= . .

. ,

day, when yo got aroundito your notes again, ybu looked at them and they

,w

might as w 11 have been-written by a stranger.

.t can be done to forget? To remember? What are the techniques

t,% 4,

l' It4 just as impottaut to be able to forget that quarrel as it is, to lie
.

..
..

(

J

,,...

able to remember what' is going to be on an examinatiop. Row could tor7\ --,, ;r ...

t getting have en promotedin the quarrel? You can't avoid the emotional

involvement--it's already,there. But you can avoid exploring everything

t

18
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for meaning; organizing, and immediate,review. The best thing is-tO getto?

involved in something immediately that wduld prevent you from reviewing,.

prevent you from organizing and prevent you from searching 6r meaning.

The simplest method'is'io go and pick a quarrel with someone'elsa, pre-,

ferrably someone very large, because then you will very quickly forget

the quarrel that you had this morning. Just go out and the first large
.

person that.you see in front of you, kick him in the shins as hard as
, 4 P

you can. The eventa'that follow will help you forget the quarrel with

r

your friend (not recommended).

Is the something less drastic? Perhaps you have an aunt who, gets

very excited if she senses anything in yotir letters to her'that dlloWlqhat
/ ,

you are disturbed. You immediately receive several'phone calls and some

%
letters,and she asks if itie shouldn't come out to see you, and so the reb

/

sult is drastic. So if you had this quarrel with your friend, sit down

.

and write to Aunt Martha,, with the idea that you will,post this letter as
'10

soon as it ip finished. Concentrate on the letter or you are going to

. get into difq.culties; you know that. You are preventing yourself, while

the time ticks away, from reviewing, from organizing and searching for

-meaning.,.And if you can get the letter written and then choose something

,

else which occupies your mind (because every hour makes a difference);

Y 4

if you can hold the quarrel relatively out of Mind for three or four

.
hours, you:cin meet your friend that evening and say, "We'fought about

. J.

19
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something this morning. I can't remember much abouti.it, but it *as fool-

ish; I know that. shake hands and forget it," and you can sleep

that night.

How can remeabering be promoted in the lecture? Get emotionally in-

volved somehow. If you can't do anithirig else,.write in

margin: "This author is crazy. He doesn't know what he'

the text, in the

a talking about.

He's stupid, I'm quite sure I could have done better." .10'r think that

about the lecturer, if you wantto, Get emotionally involved somehow;

Transfer the emotion too yourself as soon as you can. Say, "Surely I can

1

relgmber three points about this. If I can't remember three points about

this lecture as soon as the 'lecture is over, next time I walk past a

storm sewer I'm%going to drop a dollar into it,jkor a couple of half-

dollars. AntikI'm going to be so angry at myself for losing a dollar so

foolishly that next time I'll remember, You can get emotionally involved

-
over this even ifyou can't intrinsically over the subjgct matter. You

can get emotionally involved by setting up some sort of contest with your-
.

self--some challenge where either you'll lose and feel angry at yotirself,

or you'll win and feel elated. It aoeset matter which

volved. One lay to remember what the; lecturer says, or

emotion, is in-

at least'to start'

to know the lecturer, is to bet yousr friend that you can remember that

the lecturer says "and" or. "it'd" fifty .times in a lecture and you,will

()

count them. Your concentration isufantastic during that next lectUre.

4
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The subject isn't good, because it doesn't give you anything valuable

that first time, but it tics you to concentrate.

So first, get, emotionally involved. Second - review immediate

The tiine.between lectures is ten minutes. In ten minutes you can eview

'Any lecture ever given' because no instructor can cover so many po nts in

foIty-five'minutes that it is impossible to review them in ten/ h* '

mind can go like lightning and the voice cannot. Remember tha --that

lecture

you have plenty of time toreview the lecture and to organiz- 61'; to re-

'call it, to place it in proper sequence,and to test yourself on the dean-
.

between the time the lecture closes and the beginning of the n

ing. If you lejsn that technique, (I know it's difficult because it's

1

interesting things for a few minutes.") But adopt th, t

so nice to stand up and stretch and say, "Well, let's to

eoos

working when_you.work and then relaxinand playing'when

-72

abodt someI

chnique of

you play.

The individuals who do this listen very carefully to lectures, they

organize as soon as they are done and all they have to do is glance at

their notes that night. Many many individuals on campus all over the

country are being given credit for,enormous intelligence and all they
4 /

st
$

have is good, udy techniques. The individual whO uses this needs to

study his notes almost pot at all. He can go out every evening, except

for reading assigntents. That's remembering and forgetting. To under-

Stand the_psychology behind them:and to set up habits so that these

:
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Itethniques, if you wish, will work for you .instead of againtt you; When

you want to remember, you can;.when_youwant to forgdt, you can. The"

techniques will work for everyone. They must be adapted in specific

ways to your specific life, but the techniques are universal..

.
4.. TUE PLANNING - This rimers to .the length of period a student

.r

should use for `study and the length of break which he should takebetween
4

study periods. It is dependent upon what is known as the rate of perseV-
. ,

eration. It could be qles_cribed as the rate of inertia.

Consider an example: Suppose You and your roommate are studying and

your roommate makes a suggestion that you stop studying and go banning.

Sq you go bowling and about,thelmiddle'of your second frame:ibmgone says
.

.

to you,'"Wake tip:. It's your turn." And youLshake your head and say,"I'M
'0'0

sorry. I was thinking about what I havc ben reading." On did othgr

'hand, you_ leave the bowling when you finish, go back to your rodm and

you try to study. You can't. You talk fin. at least half_an hour,, then

. you wash, and you lie around, finally'youCan get back to study, but it

takes a long; time.`. Your roommate sits down.theminment he walks in ,the

door and he's deeply concentrating on his studies two minutes later: He

. , ,

has what is known as a.low rate of perseveration. He can 'get absorbed

in his studies quickly and out of them just,as quickly. You have a hfgh

rate of persevaration. It takes. you a longtime to reach a Ievef of
o

22
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deep concentration and a long time to switch to an other topic upon which

to concentrate.

I

-
Now, what does this mean in terms of

;

study behavior? It means that

you must learn your rate of p#severation. f You happen to be one whose

fate of perseveration is very high, you shojld use very long periods to

study and infrequent periods. If you had a' extremely high rate of per-
, i y

severation, it's_possible that you should s udy just once a week and

study all night when.you do so.
9

On ,theotherhand, if you havb a very low tee of perseveration,

it's quite possible that you should study,for ten minutes and no longer

at a stretch, and than take at least a'li teen Minute break todo
.

thing else in between study periods. Not. what happens if you can't do'.

this? If you have a very loW rote of pre severation, you sit down to

study for an hour'.or two hours, as is e custom, and what }you do is

concentrate deeply for ten o5 fifteen Minutes and then you find yourself

doing "busy work." Youcan't concen, ate, you can't keep your mind on

the topic, so you say to yourself, 'Well, perhaps if I_Underline it

would help." So yOustart underlining and writing notes and going

through_ all thmotions.: Now if you did but realize it your study peri-

od is over in ten to fifteen minutes. That's as long as you can concen-

trate deeply, and it is foolish to try to study when you are not concen-
. .. ... .

trating deeply. So evaluate yourself in comparison to-others. Deyou

23
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have a high or low rate of perseveration? If you have a high tone, try

to plan for long, uninterrupted and infrequent periods of study. If you

have a low rate of perseveration, try to plan for frgquent periods of

study, which are of brief duration. Think about that. It requires that

you critically evaluate yourself. There are no objective measures here.

If you find that y6u can study. 'fog` only brief periods of time and your

concentration is gone, instead of switching to busy work, try planning

your life-a-planning your study, so that you get frequent. .short periods

to study during the day.

5. RATIONArIZATION - Rationalization is difficult to recognize, )ut

it is wise that you begin to recognize rationalization in yourself when

you are studying. Consider rationalization this way: You feel that you

should study tonight, but you go to a movie. You say to yourself, "Well,

if I go to a movie tonight I'll study harder tomorrow night." Or, "It's

a good thing.I wet to the movies. I've been studying hard for two or

three nights and I must be fatigued with study:" That'S a simple form
. , -

. of rationalization, but the problem arises when this happens: You sta)#

away from a lecture and you either had a very good reason for staying

...

away from the 1 cture, in which case you don't feel guilty, or you didn't

l'

have a very good reason for staying away from thelecture, in which case

you do feel guilty. Now 4. you didn't have a good reason for staring

24
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away from the lecture and you feel guilty, you proceed to argue this 1

.

way:, You say to your classmate (who was in Class), "I don't suppose I

missed very much today, did I?" He doesn't want to review the whole les-

son, so he says, "Oh, no, I don't think you missed much." -So you say,

"Good, I didn't think I would." So ykve retained your self-respect,

but lost the opportunity to check what you did miss. And the same with

,44:missing reading a chapter. Now if that happens, you find that you lose
, .

. : :i . °
.

.o . . e
the possibility of studying any area where you put it off for some rea-

son and your self-.respect becomes involved. W yourself and others.
...-.

and see., f you do this.

- If you rationalize, frequently it .can be harmful. One of the draw-

backs of being a student, is that your day's work is never dong. If you

are a laborer and you have one thousand cases of soap to stack in a day,

..

you.r day's work is done when the cases are packed. Yodr mind is free and

you don't feel guilty' i But study doesn't work thig way. If you're a_
7

. ____

conscientious studeni,iyou're never quite sure whether you should be
. ,

putting in more time; Whether you should be studying harder, or 'for long-
.

er hours. Thete's a constant guilt feeling. Every student should have

some recreatiOn.and some time to study, but beca se of this constant guilt

feeling you have to Watch rationalization in stud es. It can become a

serious problem, so that a student can talk himsel into believing that

the text.contains nothing important and the lectur s contain nothing

25
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important.

6. MAKING, IT YOUR OWN - What oes it mean ta make a thing your 0047
. (

This is digcussed in many texts but has never been explained in, such a

way that it isfelear to those who re d it. There are but three ways to

remember something. Ohe is to rote memorize it. The second is to write',

it a sufficient number of times, but he waste In energy and low mental

effort -and enormous time required make thls method more unrewarding.

The third way is to make it your own. Now this way has certain values;

'ik a thing becomes your own it is never forgotten.. Students who say,

"Well, it's no use studying two weeks be ore an exam, because you forget

things before the'exam comes," Are .using just one method. They're using

rote memory, w4hich erode, quickly. If they made it their own, it would
. ?v. .

be their own for years. They could study for examinations years befOre
-

the exam. Now how does a student make something his awn?'

./".

. i',

Consider an example: The word "quadrat..1' It'is to be hoped that

the student does not kn the meaning of this word,becanse the object

of the next few paragraphs "make it his own." tqf the.student is

told the meaning of quadrat he wilt have forgotten it in .twenty -four

ilours. If he makes t his own', 1c will be his permanently..

A quadrat is"a little lea&slugnsed by a typesetter tO'place.bet-
%. .

-,,,, \ 4ween words. A type-setter.hias tgll slugs for the letters. To set up the
.1,,, ..'

-.,
, ,

26,y
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.word "Cat" ,se a tall slug with a 'elm- the top of it, and then a tall

slug Tg,it;t an tr-on the .top of it; and a tall one with a T on top. Then,
.

there must,be a slug which prevents thesesfrom sliding around, but aoeSn't
4

. .

print for the space between words--a low slug. It is, known as a quadrat.
..

,.. 1
. ,

.

Repo ters and typesettera commonly call them 'quads' but the proper heme

r .

.is uadrat.

You won't remember that unless you make it your own/ Now how can
9

you make it your own? It's, a very.i.pers,onal thing. "A, teacher might re-
,

member it this way: Childienwho are poor readers, who cannot read the

words, are, reading the quadrats--,thatis, they're reading the blanks bet-
/

ween the words. -Now. you may say, "That's ridiculous." It is. But the

teacher who thought up this parallel has never foigotten the.meaning of

quadvat. You can't remember it that way, because that isn't yours - -it

isn't part of.your personal life; it isn't part of your profession. But

you ,can remember it by making it part of your personal life orprillksion._

Try

A nurse thought as follows: "I suppose that you could think,,of

space between beds,'where there are no patients, as the quadrats.

way thehospital wards are getting smaller andismaller, they will have

to getthinner and thinner nurses to fit into the qualrats." wqe word

H .

had ecOme her own for that'nnrse: She will never forget 4.t. It's part

of her profession and it's part a her life.
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You take the word quadrat and in some way use it s6 that it still

means partly what it, is intended to mean,'but in a way'in which it fits

your particular life and you'll never forget it. That's the way it's

done. That's what it means to make a thing your own.

By rote memorization you simply repeat to yourself if you want to:

"A quadrat is a lead slug used inn typesetting." Ybu won't remember it

,-

very long;' You'll review it before a test, and perhaps you will remember

,
or 0,

it during the test, and then yOu.will foiget,it very quickly. But if

.e Q
you will in some way make it part of your life, you will never forget it.

Try it.with the next word you need to learn.

0

:;
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TWO ISSUES IN READING IN COMMUNITY COLLEGES:

CONTENT AREAS AND INFORMAL DIAGNOSIS

by

Karen Strom Spring, Ph.D.

It is a mundane fact that, 'electronic generation' or not, most

informAion which'is i'lklayed through schooling is relayed via print.

The community college student who is still reading on an elemental-3r or

junior high school level is going to'be hard-pressed to get information .

,

from his/her classes, whether it be Food'Trades, Cosmetology, or Soci-

ology., Yet, these people are,,after all, adults. Thbugh their skill

levels may be elementary, their life experiences, motivations, interests,

are very adult (much more "nitty-gritty" than ftChitty-Chitty-Bang-Bane).

The issues are how to aid community college students who are not reading

on'the college level, while taking into consideration that:

(a) They are adults (the average age at our community'cdll,ege is

28),

(b) There:is often a large multi-cultural population, especially

in urban community colleges

and following lgizgely from (a) and (h):

,

(c) These students want to learn information; oftem they have a .

very particular trade or area in mind..

(d) Standardised tests areidifficult (oftv unpolitic) to ad inie

ter in open enrollment colleges.

..\

30
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. TWO ISSUES IN'READING IN
COMMUNITY COLLEGES! CONTENT
AREAS AND INFORMAL DIAGNOSIS

. Karen Strom'Spring

THE 'CONTENT' AREAS-1,

11

i 4
Co tent area teachers are becoming more concerned with the basic

skills Treading, writing, and studying. Can teachers trained in a

, .

particular subject area eddrdas themselves to the teaching of these

1

basic skills?, Tq some exent,
"

at least, I think they can.-- There are
.

. 2 It.* .. .. r .

certain simple to6ls which education students in reading learn about

but content area
:t

tea
*c
hers ften do ndt, which are simple to use in the

.

classroom. bne such tool (See Appendix
.)

1 .
1

Er for instructions). Based on a count of the average number '61 syllables
I 1

.1J

and sentences per hundred words, the approximate grade
'

evel of the text
sl,

can bey plotted on a'giaph. Teachers may weal be surprised to learn that -,
...-*-:.- .

their freshman history text (for example) is of the of the graph

(i.e., beyond fourth year of college) in terms of reading difficulty.'

Others may 'be surprised to find the novel they use in freshman composi-

tion is on the 8th grade reading level. Trues there shortcomings ro.,

the Fry graph. First ofen_ (like all readability formulas) it.is only

an estimate of reading level; secondly, it is based on.the premise that

reading difficulty correlates with sentence length and number bf.syll-
- ,

ables in the words. It is probably usually true that complicated ideas

vocabulary and sentence structure, but it id not.
-"

Ilk, therefore I am."). Nevertheless; it only

havemoi'e complidated

always true (e.g.,

-I

31
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takes a few minutes to use the Fry graph, and even an estimate of read-

ing level can be a great asset in choosing an appropriate textbook.

'Once the text is chosen,. how do you know.which students are likely

to have trouble with it? If your school administers standardized tests,

you may knoW your students' readinglevels. 4If yod do nog have such
4

scores or if you are concerned with, the validity* of those scores, then

you way wish to try ilsing."cloze" procedure (See Appendix B for instruc-

tions).

A strength of cloze procedure-is its validity., That is, it isa'

test-nosed on exactly those materials which the student will need to

read for his/her class; and; furthermore, the "questions" are never sub-
...

jective ot arbitrary, but are built into the procedure. Also, the test

usually only takes 15.to 30 minutes to take, so 1,t is easy to use in the

' *classtoot, From,it the instructor will have a pr y tair estimate of

who can p DbObly'read the tevbook)independently, who will need "guided

reading,' and who may be so frustrated by the material as to derive lit=

tle'or no benefit from it, even with son help. A drawback of the test

. .

is that 'students peed a fairly high tolerance for uncertainty, sine the
.

I

procedure involves.guessi g which word fits the blank. 'Also, students

0 .
I

t
0

e

*For example, does a tenth grade score on'a standirdiNdreading test
mean that the student can reed a tenth grade socio14ext, or chemistry
text, or welding textwith equal ease? . .N

0, 32
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must be made teundarstand that even if they are wrong about as many as

-.half of -the words, they are conktderAl to have a good'score.

So, for a content area teacher Oo evaluate the reading level of a

text 'and then to "match" students to it, I'd recommend use of the Fry

formula folloWed by cloze procedure administered early in the quarter.

,Let us say (as is oftenee problem) the only ,teat that pally gives

ihe.necesiary information is on tipper college level, but students dare

readidg on about 8th (or even lower) grade level. If such students have

. not been "screened out" of the class, is it possible to preserve the

content of the course and still reach these lower level readers?

%. Here is a passage from a sociology text used at our community col-
,

lege:

Grade: Mid-College Level
Sentences: 5.3 .D '4

Syllables: 170

[All theories of socialization_attempt to explain how the child v.

grows--or fails to- grow - -into an adult who is willing to cooperate
with others and make the personal sacrifices necessary for social
living. But how is this orientation toward moral behavior acquired?
Do people behave in a moral fashion because their society punishes
those who ,deviatd-from the norms? Do they believe in or internalize
the rules of acceptable social behavior, or do they evolve their ,

. own ethical principle? ,

A
*Th,e.Study of Society,, (Dushkin Publiship&Group), 1974, Connecticut.

L
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Early research shed little light on this problem. En 'a fam-

ous experiment described in "Studies in Deceit "] (1928) Hugh Hart-
shorne and M. A. May examined the behayior of children in a situa-
tion wh&re there-was an opportunity to cheat. Their findings were'
e moralist's nightmerg:,nearly everyone Cheated. There was little
correlation between cheating in one situation and another. Chil-
dren's verbal responses bore no relation to their actual behavior.
There was no relationship between cheating and teaching of religi-
bus values. .Cheating was not a character trait; it was a situation-
al phenomenon. Values of honesty, Hartshorne and May concluded,
are relative to each class or group; 'there is.no absolute morality,
because the content of notions of right and wrong are dete;mined by
-cultural values.

UOng the principles of shortening sentences and simplifying vocabu-
'

lary, ehe pass

lacy, the passage was re-written to the following levels:

Grade: Ninth/Tenth
Sentences: 9

° Syllables: 164

[All theories of socialization attempt to explain how the
gild grows--or failsto grow-rinto a well adjusted adult. Will
he or she become an adult who is willing to cooperate With others?
Will he or hi make,the personal' sacrifices necessary for personal
Ewing? Just how does the child acquire moral behavior? Do people

, c
. behave mbrally for Sear,of puniihment? Do they adopt within them -_

r).

selves society's rules foraccept'able behavior? Or do they dev-:
elop, their own ethical (moral) principles?

Early research'-did not do much to answer, these questions.
Hartshorne and May (1928) studied the.behavior of children who
'had the chance] (-1.:,;:) cheat.

Gradei Seventh
Sentences: 10.9

'S.yllable6: 155 '

,c, '. l'iheories of Socialilation try tu explainlow the dhild grows
into an adult. :Will he be well adjusted? Will he be able to co-

;

0
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.

operate? Will he be able to make sacrifices needed for personal
living? Just how.does the child learn moral behaviorl Do people
truly accept and believe society's rules? Or do'they develop Oleii' '

Rown ethical (moral) beliefs?
, 4'

. ,

Early research shed little light on these questions. Hart-
.

shorne and May (1928) studied the cheating.behavior in children.
,Would children cheat if they got the chance and didn't think 4 -
,they'd] get caught?

1

. ' .
i. ..

O.

Grade: FourthtiIftti 1.. #

Sentences: 15 .

.

Syllables: 146 !
.

[How does the child grownto an adult? Social theories try *"

to explain this. Will the child become a well- adjusted addle?
Will he cooperate?,4Can he makt,sacrificesif he needs to? How
does the child learn to be moral? Is it fear of punishment? Does
he truly believe soCiety's.rdlee -Or does, he form his own moral,
beliefs?

Early research tried to answer these qUestions. rn.Hartshoe
and May (1928) studied cheating: Given the chance, would ChildT
ren cheat? Almost all the children.in theieexperiment cheated'.
What children, said about Cheating Vid.not matte f.. The religious
-values )they learned did. not matter. ]

In- terms of _sheer energy, .it may be _impractical to =e -write entire

t

'texts. However, instructors often use "handouts" to supplement teats ,

...._ -- . .
.

or lectughs. Writing handouts with an eye toward reading level may .

move useful in a content area class where some students are reading be-
4

. . .

vie-.
.

low grade 4evel. Preservation if the information takes ingehuity on'the

.
e

...,

part of the` instructor. ,If,,;despite all efforts, some og the subtleties
`

of the original passage are lost, this must be balanced against the pos-

e

sibility',that some students .may not "get" the subtleties of the original

35
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passage anyway because oigreading difficulty. At least with the re-
.

writes they can hopefully get some information..

INFORMAL DIAGNOSIS OF READING PROBLEMS:

. .

The problems with standardized testing are legion. There are the

. sensitivities associated with "screening" in an institution which is

" "open-enrollment." (The two processes do not have to be conflicting,
4

but they are often construed that way.) There are the problems involy-

ed in the shedr mechanics of trying to administer a test to-large hum-

bers of students. There arestudents who cannot deal with such tests;

some who cannot read them. There are the problems of the validity of

standardized tests on multi-cultural students who come from "non-stand -'

are backgrounds.
,%

Buro t diagnosis is necessary if the instructor is. to appropriately

plan the cu rriculum. The Informal Reading,Inventory is one excellent

way of diagnosing students -- diagnosing in the true sense of the word;

that is, not simply stating what grade level students read on, but what
V

kinds.of 'Problems they have in reading. An explanation of how

sign and administer an UT would take too mud; space here*, but basical

ly the test consists%of lists of words and passages on each grade ievel

of interest. The student reads out loud 'to the teacher until he/stie.makes'

*IRI's are described in many texts, but one source you may wish to refer to
is: Johnson & Kress, Informal Reading Inventories, International Reading
Association, 1965.

36
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five'errors on a particular grade level. Then tie student.reads i pas-

sage oh the grade level in which `fewer than five (but more than zero)
,

mistakes were made in word recognition, (this is an estimate of the

student's "instructional" grade level). Part:of the palsage is read

out loud while the instructor makes notes,of errors, such as phonic

errors, substitutions,komissions, etc. The student finishes the pas-
__

age silently and then answers a series of comprehension questions which

can be designed to test for particular kinds of comprehension', e.g.,
, .

main idea, detail, inference, etc.
:

Because this test is scored on the basis ,of an analysis OT errors ,

A

(as well as amount) the instructor has a wealth of information to use..

Does t14student have trouble with suffixes? With vowels? With blends?

With remembering 'detail? (See sample Diagnosis Sheet, Appendix C) Be-

cause the, test can Sc' made up W'the instructor, it can be adapted to

.particulawurposes. In the Readi ng,Labof our Community College,'for

example, the IRI regdings are multi-Cultural. A content area teachers

can design an IRI in hisYher:own area. This'instrpctor may not be in

terested in a phonic analysis of the student's reading. -but may find it

useful to know if there is a.difficulty in comprehension of, for example,

relationships, chronology, inference, and so 9n. Perhaps the major at-
-

. .

traction of, the,I4 is affective. lit is given on, a one-to-one basis.

I

00

I
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The teacher can put the student at ease; assure him or her that the
,

purpos'e of the testjs to find out where errors are made and so-e1.1.0
. .

student shouldntt be upset when he/she makes them. Furthermore, the

test is over when a certain number of errors are,made which eliminates

,.the frustration and huMiliation of facing an IBM answer sheet for one

and onelhalf hours past the point of being able to read the passages.

Cloze procedure is also useful as a diagnostic tool. Here is an

actual example taken froth a communications class at our college*:

"There is no great mystery surrounding the techniques of
public speaking. Most of them are ignorants matter of common.
sense. Then you could approach the audience with your usual.
confidence, yELI could reason your way to the,basic techniques
yourself. And the truth of the is that most of

. people.tecome a bit panicky we 41ink about.standing in
front of a room crowedof.people who are listening at us and
listening to what we have to say."

A number of observationmay be made on the basis of 'phis short

paragraph. The student does not always attend to the,pntire meaning of

the sentence,,but only to the immediate phrase (e.g.,.people who are

listening). The student has trouble with prepositional relationships

'or idioms itnVolVing prepositions.. For bxample, "crowed" is probably .

8

a misspelling of crowded, but.crowded should be followed by "with" not

"of". Similarly, "lisrening" should to followed by "to" not "at". The

student realized this n the sqcond part of the sentence. Therefore,

*The excerpt is,.from a text by Howard, Traci, andThOmaS, Cbntact.: A
Textbook in Applied Communications, 2nd Edition. Prentice-Hall, 1974.

38
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when he/she chose t listgnine in the first part of the sentence, it

was probably a response to the immediate phrasp (people who are ) *

without paying attention to the next. word "at".

A program for this student should probably include lessons on "re-
,

lative" terns (e.g., conjunctions and.prepositions) and on attending

to the meaning and syntax. of the sentences (rather than just the phrase).

C].oze procedure is particularly useful for. teaching ad.sell'as diagnos-

ing. The cloze pasiaggs could be designed, for example, with only re-'

lationalterms Omitted (or suffixes, or tiferbs, or ':main idea" words,

etc.) (See furthde example in-Appendix D) Students and teacher can

-discuss their choices as_a group.

A FEW LAST WORDS: .7

.The suggestions feted in this paper may be a "drop in the bucket"

compared to the massiv needs of many open - ,enrollment' students and the

many social; -even moral -- concerns associated with dealing with these

needs.- It is hoped, however, that.these few items will be of use in a

practical everyday classroOm sense. And, ultimately, that's where it's

at.

.

*
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APPENDIX A

DIRECTIONS FOR USING THE FRY READABILITY GRAPH*

4

1. Select three'one-hundred word passages from the beginning, middle,
and the end of the book. Skip all proper nouns unless they can be,
easily decoded.bY using phonics.

2. Count the number of sentences in each hundred-word passage (esti-
mating to tie nearest tenth of a sentence). Average these numbers.,'

.
.

. .

4
3. Count the total number of syllables in eachhandxed-word.sample.

The is 'a syllable for each vowel sound. It might be coftenient
to count every syllable over one in each wordpand then add 100..
Average the total number of syllables for the three examples,

'4. Plot on the graph the average number of sentences per hundred Words
and the'everage number of syllables per hundred. wads. Most plot
points, fall near the heavy curved line. PerPendicular lines mitk
off approximate grade level areas.

,

$

r\*

Edward Fry: A Readability Formula That Saves TiMe. Journal of Rehding,
April, 1968, p.513. . ,

40
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APPENDIX B

CLOZE PROCEDURE

\14

DESIGN: I

1. Choide of Passage:

A: Should be approximately 250 words long

B? Should begin at beginning of. a new paragraph'

Should be as typical of the writing in the whole text as is
possible. First, try choosing at random; then see if it is
typical or not -( "not" would include, for example,.a long
quote from another source). If not typical, choose at
"random "-again.

D. Has not yet been dealt With in class.

2. Format:

A. The .first ant last sentences of the passage should be left in
their entirety. :

B. With the exception Of the first and last sentences, omit evexT
fifth word from the passage. Mark the-blanksw1th lines of
equal length, despite the length of theomitted words. This is
to avoid givpg cues ,to the students, as to the word which be-
longs there. . . 1 '0

.
. . .

..,

C, For easiest scoring, leave:50 blanks' .' :
4

ADMINISTERING
I

k. -Put students at ease. I

2. Encourage guessing. Indeed, the whole point of this is to make
as good guesses-as possible. ,

SCORING . .

. 0
. . .

When the scoring for cloze test proceOure,yas designed, the assumption
..:

was made that only the exact word used in the text would be counted as
,

.. .

correct. Synonyms would be considered wrong. This was to avoid any

subjective decision making.on the part of the scorers -- ,something to be
...-

avoided if range scale testing and reporting would occur. There is a
0

/iberal enough error allowance for you to be this rigorous in scoring.

.
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APPENDIX B (Continued)

However, I would suggest thatyou score each student'S test twice:

' once where synonyms are Counted as wrong and once when they are .a.c-

cepted. If there is a discrepancy--and the scores are not being used

in formal research but rather for your own use in the classroom- -you

may "adjust "'the students' score at your discretion.

The cut -off points described. ere aresuitable for community college

textbooks (about8th grade and up). Most published articles on cloze

give different cut-offs because thdy were generally derived for lower-
1

level texts.-

1. Independent Level: 45 percent or more correct: Out of 50 blanks,

this means the student got 23 or more correct. A scoreon this

level means the student is probably able*to read the text on his/

her own without trouble.

2.. Instructional Level: 35 percent - 44 percent correct: Out of 50

blanks; this means the student got between 18 and 22 correct.

Students reading on this level can prob'ablyhandle the text as long

as they receive.some help from the instructor.

3. Frustration Level: Below 35 percent correct. Out of 50 blanks,

this,means the student got fewer than 18 correct. He or she will

probably find this textbook frustrating to read, even with some

instructions.

John Bormuth, personal correspondence, May, 1974

4
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APPENDIX C

INFORMAL READING INVENTORY: DIAGNOSIS SHEET LEVEL 3-6

STUDENT'S NAME TEL.NO.

DIAGNOSING TEACHER

PROBLEM COMMENTS

Woxd by. word reading /
Incorrect phrasing

..* .

.

.

Poor pronunciation, t

Omissions
.

.

.

Repetitions
.

-,.

Inversions or reversals
,

.

Insertions _ .

.

Substitutions

.

,

Basic'sight words not known
. .

Sight vocabulary not up
to grade level

.

.

Guesses at words

Consonant sotp ds not knoutn*
1

. .
. .

Vowel sounds not known

Blands, diagraphs, or
diphthongs not known*

.....

. .-

Lacks. Structural analysis

Unable to %Ise-context clues

.

.

. -----.

Fails to comprehend
.. _

-

,-
Unaided recall scanty .""

Response poorly organized
.

,

OTHERS:'

WORD RECOGNITION: Independent Instructional

COMPREHENSION:. Independent Instructional

Frustration

Frustration

*
It

1
s so often useful to note if the typically posi-

tional, i.e., initial, medial, or final parts of words.

.40
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APPENDIX D

GLOZE 'AS.A DI-AGNOSTIC 'TOOL,

Here is an excerpt from an actual cloze test taken by a community

college student. Do you see any patterns to the errors this student

makes?

'so 144

"There is no great myste6T surrounding the techniques
101

of public speaking. Most of them are ignorants matter of

common sense. Then you could approach the audience with

your usual confidence,you.could reason your way to the

basic techniques yourself. And the truth of the
4

:is that most of people become a bit panicky we

think-about standing in front of a room crowed of people

who are listening at us and,liatening to what we have to

say."

-1144silp.

f
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A CONFLUENT READItiG/WRITIN9

FUNDAMENTALS CURRICULUM

By

DayiMcCarthy, Ph.D.
1,oWer Columbia College ,

*

4 ,

Every good teacher kno arthat the learning which takes place in

../
his/her classroom is a fu tipn of aptitude and attitude. What the

7student learns is daterm4.ned in part by what he thinks, and in part by

,how he feels about the ubject, the learning process going on, and him-

self. There is suf tent evidence,,both informal and empirichl, to

corroborate this position. (2,6,7,10) Attitudes significantly affect

the acquisition of measurable skills. They are important even if we de-
--

. .
,

finedearning as a "change in'behavion"' And our4efinition'of
8.

...:

learning is extended to embrace also the idea that"learning is a "change

in perception," then,the student's attitudes become the very essence of

the learning process.
, ,

Attitudes, feelings, values--difficult todefine and even more dif-

0
'ficult to measure empirically- -are generally categorthed under the rubric"

of "affect." .For'the purpose. of this discussion it` is convenient. to

consider the learning process as an integration of two processes:

.
tive and cognitive. Affect is concerned with the emotions, the'!pagsions,

.., .

the .dispaitions, motives, moral and aesthetiplensibilities, sy athy,

capacity for concern, and appreciation. 414:23) The cognitive procegs
..

is concerned with factual knowledge and.formal relationships; it is dis-

J.

3
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''--A CONFLUENT READING/WRITING

FUNDAMENTALS CURRICULUM.
David McCarthy .'

ciplinesin the ways of knowing, involvinginductiondeduction analysts-
.

and,generalization. (14:23)

Most language arts fundamentals courses focus specifically on cog,

nitivt relationships in the form of reading, writing, anorstddy skills.

''Yet the student's values, concerns, and feelings are always present.

Sometimes they assist in the learning process; frequently they impede

11.04

it;rarely are try an intentionally structured component of a durricu-
.

lum; almosilnever are they seen'as objectives in themselves.

The concept of confluen t education proposes that all learning in-
.

volves-theaffe tiveab Well'ai the cognitive domain.- Affective compon-
.

4 'ents are present in the student, ia°the subject matter, and in the rela-

tionship hetweehtheltwo. It is the purpose of this discussion to in-

dicatehow.affeict and cog0tion can be brought.into Meaningful'relation-
. T ..

,

.:1

.

. ship, .or "confluence," in the cssroom lessons which teach readihg and

4.
""

Writing with particular application to the remedial/compensatOry programs

of this naturelin community collegei. The processes utilized are group.

0

. .

dynamics and Gestalt awareness exdrcites. .,The tools arf.. reading and
. ...
, .

. . i. .

writ(ng; the materia, standard cugriculum i lmateras:and the interests
..,... .

1. .

i t
and concerns identifiable'in student. The desired re

sult is an improvement ih study habitsl,teacher acceptarice, and self-concept.
.

,

.1

' The first_premise for a confluent reading/writing program Using
a

1 t
4111 47
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A CONFLUENT BEADING /WRITING

FUNDAMENTALS CURRICULUM
-DavidMcCarthy

. an approach promulgated by Weinstein and Fantini(4) and Newburg and

S

Borton (3) states that just as A student can learn about reading, writ-

ihg, or math, subjects which are "outside," or remote to him personally,.

so can he become aware of and learn to understand subjects which are "in-.

.side," specifically his own concerns and interests. These concerns are

generally-defined as lying Within the parameters of identity, interper-

sonal connectedness, and power.

Identity concerns are those related to a person's senSe'-of worth,

> o ,

self-image,and self-esteem. They seek answers to the basic questions

of "Who am I?" and.'*at am I worth?" (5:4) Interpersonal connectedness

concerns involve AsPects,-of behavior associated with a sense of positive

afiiliatiail with others. They seek answers-to the questions "To whom

do I belong?" and "Who are the signifLcant,others ?" (5:5) Power issues

are those aspects of behavior aimed at providing the person with a

sense of influence over what is going on in his life. (5:5).

The second premise fpr lconfluent language arts program derives

from Gestalt therapy. According to -this approach, the perception of a

'4
'6ing.taas place not by itself, but within a "fia1d6 whichontains its

opposite. The perceptiqn of day is realizable only by the existence of

night; the emergence of a clock on the wall is pbssible only by an aware-
.'

nesa of the wall, or whatis "non- clock." The part can be identified

Pi
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only in relationship to th ?whole. (9)__

Perls applied this theory,of perception to organic perceptions and

feelings. (13) Living is, seen as a continual ptocess of completing

"Gestakten.". The example Perls gives is that.of a person reading a

book. The book is the figure, the reader'i body is. the, background, and

as he reads, he becomes aware that he is thirsty. The sensation.of

thirst in his throat now emergeat as figural, and the book becomes _Part
*

of the background. Pethaps our reRder now imagines a glass of water.

He .gets up, satisfies his thiist, and returns to his reading. His ac-

.

Lions have been determined by his need, the need of his organism to be

in a state of balance, a state of wholeness., Thus, needs organize both

perception and behaldor.

In the current discussion, Gestalt Awareness is the vehicle through

which the student becomes aware of not what, but also how he goei about

knowing._ lience,_the_learning process, which _includes learning how_ to

read and write, is\seen as, not just an end in itself, but a means or a

vehicle lot self-knowledge.

The third premise for a confluent language arts curriculum comes

from group dynamics. Group dynamics emphasizes itieraction,among mem-

hers of a group. Traditionally, a "group" is a collection of indivi-

duals.. In a typical gtoup dynamics situation, intra-personal growth,

1
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or growth within -the individual, is facilitated through. feedback from

other members of the group. This feedback includes the percdptions and

intuitions of these individuals.

A second way in which group dynamics leads to intrapersonal ,growth

involves the integrating of "subselyea," Shapiro (11) and Assigi,oli (1)

also conceive of the group as a set of separate selves or subpersonali
.

ties within the individual. One's subpeisonalities may be, but usually

are not, in total accord with one another. By identifying end rational
,

ly comprehending and integrating such subselves, the individual can be-
- ,

come, in Gatalt terms, more "whole."

Utilizing these three premises,

sons, illustrated by the following,

community college student.

LESSON Readiti&.

conf uent reading and writing les-

S
can be tonstrOte&-/for use with the

' Students are divided into groups of.four. Each is given the fol'

lowing list-of "conversation starters ":

DirectioRg: Whenever you feel ready, any member of the group can
read any statement he feels like reading. Don't feel you have to

stick to these. Use them as a basis or springbbard for discussion.
Be spontaneous. Be funny. Be honest.

On itacations like to...

If I hadcan extra $50 I would.
If L7ran'theschools I would...
One thing I like most about' school is...

0
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When I'm alone I usually.4
The worst teadher4I ever had..i.

I get angry when.:.
The best teacher I ever had. .14
When It enter anew grOip. in scirool I feel...

I'm.most happy in school when:
In school, I do worst when... '

Tests'are..:
I trust teachers. who...

-
Finally, as a group, list five'things you would do .if you had
complete charge of running a.ichool. .

1 ,)

Reading assignment: Read the essay in yoUr text that gives Dile

man's opinion concerning education. .

LESSON 2: Writing 4

.
4

Pick an object inthe room that interest you. .Imagine yourself,asr

that object.. Now, write the words, phrases, or ideas which describe
how you elver on the "outside": color, size, shape, function.
When you have finished, write the words and phrases which describe
how you feel'on the "inside": what you liie what you do, what you
don't-like.

Break into groups of four. Share your'per6eptions.end ideas. Stay
in the present tense in describing yourself: "I air the...", "I,

Continuing in your groups, address yourself to the question, "ffow
many of the qualitiei attributed to-the object can I 'owns as my

' awn?" 0.
...

D

Writing Assignment: Take the ideas and, words generated in your

discussion and description and-organize them into''en outline.

Turn this outline intoan essay.
.

\ :
,

The first lesson concerns tself with 'reading skills) and hope-
0

, 0

fully stimulates personal growth.' This is accomplished through both
0

0
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J

content and process. The content of the'reading lesson is organized .

. .

toallow,the student to make a personally relevant connection between,,

himself and the material to be read,'by encouraging him to be concern-

,.

ed with nOt merely what the author says, but how such is relevant to

the self. Hence, it fosters an interaction between the authdr'sconeerns

with education and the student's concerns Mith his awn education, as

these are related to identity acrd power. .A convenient.way of looking

at the relationship is provided by Harmon and Simon-(12) who suggest

thre4 areas of investigation: 1) Values clarification - -To what extent

does the article deaf .with the student's concerns. with his' or her suc-°

cesa in school? 2) Conceptualr-How does the author's ma terial relate

to the concern expressed.by students for identity and power which others

experience? 3) Factual - -What does the author of the article think of

grades, tests, and the problems created by incompetent teacherS? It, is

noted here that we are working from the student's concerns to-tIle cur-
.

riculum material. In moving, from values clarification and the student's

internal referencing system, we are using the essay as a source of in-

formation lbr44 and feedback about the self. At the same time, the very,

process involved in the interpersonal dynamics of the group pse of con-

versation starters concerns connectedness.

.t44.4 4' pti
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The second exercise pertains to writing skills-4nd personal growth.
0

By imagining himself as an object in the room, the student is project-
.

ing a part of his personality into thatobject. For Perls (9c128-113),

a projection is a part of one's self. projections create "holes" in t1

personality. The part of_himself which the student projects in this ex

ercise may not ble_a part which he generaXly disowns. Nevertheless, the

basic process that affects "re-owning" the projection is.available for

o personal growth. This is the processof integrating attention with 2

awareness. In this exercise, it consists first of owning,(role-playing)
f

the projections, and then abstracting or 'COncepthalizing the experience.

This second step is' accomplished thrOugh discussion and writing. In

,terms of the group dynamics discussion related earlier, these projectioni

are.of the same,nature as subpersonalities. By deOtng with them ration-

ally the student becomes more "whole," more "integrated," more "aware"

of himself.,

n in these two' lessons, it is "parent that the tradAptional.retding
. ___.v .

l ,

'-'
,..,'

an4W,iiting components of a language arts curriculum can'becad'vehiclea

'

for self-,-knowledge and personal growth. By,,relating to individual con-
..,....

-g:',. ,
. . ,

.

mins for identity, Amonectedness,.and power, and by applying the process
..,

,

of,Gestalt and Group Dynamics, Classroom.lesvms,can develop not only

cognitive skills but each studenthumanpoteneial.
_ .

.

. .

. ,
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